Using a divergent Bass-Burdzy flow we construct a self-repelling one-dimensional diffusion. We show that this self-repelling diffusion inverts the second Ray-Knight identity on the line.
Introduction and presentation of results
Ray-Knight identity on R. We will construct a continuous self-repelling one-dimensional diffusion, involved in the inversion of the Ray-Knight identity on R. We start by recalling the latter.
Given a ě 0, pφ paq pxqq xPR will denote a massless Gaussian free field on R with condition a in 0, that is to say pφ paq pxq{ ? 2q xě0 and pφ paq p´xq{ ? 2q xě0 are two independent standard Brownian motions starting from a{ ? 2.
Theorem 1.1 (Ray-Knight [Ray63, Kni63, EKM`00, RY99, MR06, Szn12]). Let a ą 0. Let pβ t q tě0 be a standard Brownian motion started from 0 and ℓ β t pxq its local time process. Let τ β a 2 {2 be the stopping time τ β a 2 {2 " inftt ě 0|ℓ β t p0q ą a 2 {2u. Let pφ p0q pxqq xPR be a massless Gaussian free field on R with condition 0 in 0, independent from the Brownian motion β. Then the field pφ p0q pxq 2 {2`ℓ β τ β a 2 {2 pxqq xPR has same law as the field pφ paq pxq 2 {2q xPR .
The original formulation of Ray [Ray63] and Knight [Kni63] is different. It states that pℓ β τ β a 2 {2 pxqq xě0 is a squared Bessel process of dimension 0, started from a 2 {2 at x " 0 (see also [RY99] , Section XI.2). pφ p0q pxq 2 {2q xě0 is by definition a squared Bessel process of dimension 1, and by additivity property of squared Bessel processes, pφ p0q pxq 2 {2`ℓ β τ β a 2 {2 pxqq xě0 is a squared Bessel process of dimension 1 " 1`0, started from a 2 {2 " 0`a 2 {2, the same as pφ paq pxq 2 {2q xě0 . In Theorem 1.1 we use a reformulation of Ray-Knights identity that generalizes to a much wider setting, such as any discrete electrical network, continuum setting in dimension 2 and 3 after a Wick renormalization of the square of the GFF [EKM`00, MR06, Szn12] . It also makes the connection to Brydges-Fröhlich-Spencer-Dynkin's isomorphism REF [BFS82, Dyn84a, Dyn84c, Dyn84b] and Symanzik's identities in Euclidean Quantum Field Theory [Sym65, Sym66, Sym69] .
Inversion of Ray-Knight. We are interested in the conditional law of β τ β a 2 {2´t
given φ paq .
The Ray-Knight identity of Theorem 1.1 generalizes to discrete electrical networks and symmetric Markov jump processes on them [EKM`00, MR06, Szn12] . This is known as second generalized Ray-Knight identity. The inversion in discrete setting was done in [ST16, LST17] .
This inversion makes appear a nearest neighbor self-repelling jumps processes on the network. More precisely, the jump rate at time t from a vertex x 1 to a neighbor x 2 is given by (1.1) Cpx 1 , x 2 q pΦpx 2 q 2´2 L t px 21 2
where Cpx 1 , x 2 q is a fixed conductance, L t px j q is the time spend in x j by the jump process before time t, and Φ is a field on the vertices, considered as an initial condition. In the inversion of Ray-Knight Φ is random, distributed as a discrete Gaussian free field. In Section 3 we detail this in the setting of a discrete subset of R.
If one takes a one-dimensional fine mesh lattice and renormalizes the jump rates (1.1), then on a purely formal level, without dealing with the convergence or the meaning of the terms involved, one gets the following equation for a continuous self-repelling diffusion:
dt",λ t pxq "λ 0 pxq´2ľ t pxq.
There q X t is a continuous stochastic process on an interval I,λ 0 a continuous function from I to p0,`8q, W t is a standard Brownian motion andľ t pxq is the local time process of q X t . We will callλ t occupation profile at time t. Our process q X t is defined up to a finite time q T " suptt ě 0|λ t p q X t q ą 0u.
We will also assume that and say thatλ 0 is admissible. This is a condition for not reaching the boundary of I in finite time. q X t is a self-repelling process that tends to avoid places it has visited a lot, yet we will see that a.s. it will eventually exhaust the occupation profile at some location in finite time q T . As we will further see, this self-repelling process appears in the inversion of the Ray-Knight identity in continuous one-dimensional setting.
The equation (1.2) is not a classical SDE. It is not immediately clear how to make sense of the drift term 1 2 B x logpλ t pxqqˇˇx " q Xt dt, as x Þ Ñľ t pxq will not be differentiable for t ą 0, and moreover there will not be a change of scale under which it will be differentiable for all t ą 0. So the problem is not only to solve (1.2) by an approximation scheme, the problem is already to give an appropriate meaning to being a solution to (1.2). The equation (1.2) is also somewhat misleading, as we believe that a solution q X t would not be a semi-martingale, admitting an adapted decomposition into a Brownian motion plus a drift term with zero quadratic variation, but with an infinite total variation. See [HW00, LST19] for a discussion on this point.
However, it turns out that the equation (1.2) is in some sense exactly solvable, and in this paper we will give the explicit solution which involves a divergent bifurcating stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms of R introduced by Bass and Burdzy in [BB99] . Our construction here is similar to that of [LST19] , where we introduced a reinforced diffusion constructed out of a different, convergent, Bass-Burdzy flow.
Heuristic reduction to a Bass-Burdzy flow. Next we explain the heuristic derivation of an explicit solution to (1.2). A similar heuristic appears in the introduction to [LST19] .
Assume that for t 0 ą 0,X pt 0 q t is a continuous process coinciding with q X t on r0, t 0 s, and after time t 0 continues as a Markovian diffusion with infinitesimal generator 1 2
In other words, there is no additional self-repulsion after time t 0 . Then after time t 0 ,X pt 0 q t is a scale and time changed Brownian motion. GivenS t 0 a primitive ofλ´1 t 0 , pS t 0 pX pt 0 q ttět 0 is a 2 local martingale. By further performing the time change
we get a standard Brownian motion.
Then it is reasonable to assume that near time t 0 , q X t is close toX
The idea is to let the change of scale depend on time. Assume there is a flow of changes of scales q S t : I Ñ R, such that q S t is a primitive ofλ´1 t , and such that q S t p q X t q is a local martingale. Assume that by further performing a change of time
Supx 1 qăBuă q Supx 2 q . By considering moreover that infinitesimally after time t, the process spends the same proportion of time left and right from its position at time t, we get
This is an equation studied by Bass and Burdzy in [BB99] . In the sequel we will construct q X t out of the flow of solutions to the above equation.
Note that if in the equation (1.2), one replaced the 1 2 in front of 1 2 B x logpλ t pxqqˇˇx " q Xt dt by a different positive constant, one would not get an as simple explicit solution. Indeed, the cancellation of powers ofλ t p q X t q as in (1.4) would not occur.
Construction of a self-repelling diffusion out of a divergent Bass-Burdzy flow. The divergent Bass-Burdzy flow is given by the differential equation
where B u is a standard Brownian motion started from 0. The behavior at times when Y u " B u is not specified. It is shown n [BB99] that given an initial condition, there is a.s. a unique solution defined for all positive times that is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, these Lipschitz continuous solutions form a flow of increasing C 1 diffeomorphisms of R, p q Ψ u q uě0 . For the properties of this flow, we refer to [BB99, HW00, Att10]. Defineξ
p q Ψ u q uě0 satisfies a bifurcation property [BB99] : there is a finite random value y bif P R, such that for y ą y bif , q Ψ u pyq ą B u for u large enough, and lim`8 q Ψ u pyq "`8, for y ă y bif , q Ψ u pyq ă B u for u large enough and lim`8 q Ψ u pyq "´8, and tu ě 0| q Ψ u py bif q " B u u is unbounded. Moreover,
The process pξ u q uě0 admits [BB99, HW00] a family of local times q Λ u pyq continuous in py, uq, such that for any f bounded Borel measurable function on R and u ě 0,
Moreover, these local times are related to the spatial derivative of the flow as follows:
For all u ě 0, q Λ u pyq, B By q Ψ u pyq and B By p q Ψ u q´1pyq are locally 1{2´ε Hölder continuous in y.
Next we give the construction of q X t out of the flow p q Ψ u q uě0 . 
We will call pB u q uě0 the driving Brownian motion of q X t . Note that
Sinceξ u converges at`8 and thus has a bounded range, q T ă`8 a.s. The process q X t has local timesľ t pxq "λ 0 pxqp1´p1`2 q Λ uptq p q S 0 pxqqq´1q. Indeed, for f a measurable bounded function on I,
We see that for all t P r0, q T q and x P I,λ t pxq ą 0. Note that q X q T " p q S 0 q´1py bif q. Moreover, lim tÑ q Tλ t p q X t q " lim uÑ`8λ 0 py bif qp1`2 q Λ u py bif qq´1 " 0, as lim uÑ`8 q Λ u py bif q "`8 (see Section 4 in [HW00] ).
Statement of the results. Now, let us see why p q X t ,λ t q can be interpreted as solution to the equation (1.2), with initial condition px 0 ,λ 0 q. We will give an explanation in terms of discrete approximations. Let J pnq " 2´nZ X I. Let q X pnq t be a continuous time discrete space self-interacting nearest neighbor jump process on J pnq , defined by the jumps rates from x to x`σ2´n, σ P t´1, 1u, at time t, equal to
If there were no self-interaction, that is to say in (1.7)λ pnq t were replaced byλ 0 , the process would converge in law as n Ñ`8 to a solution of the SDE
In our case with self-interaction, we have the following:
Theorem 1.3. With the notations above, for all ε ą 0 the family of process
converges in law as n Ñ`8 to
where q X t is given by Definition 1.2 and q T ε " suptt ě 0|λ t p q X t q ą εu, provided that q X pnq 0 converges to q X 0 . In particular, t pnq min J pnq ,max J pnq ą q T pnq ε with probability converging to 1. The convergence in law is for the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of Iˆr0,`8q. The spatial processes on J pnq are considered to be linearly interpolated outside J pnq .
Next we state how our self-repelling diffusion is related to the inversion of the Ray-Knight identity of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.4. Let a ą 0 and pφ paq pxqq xPR be a massless Gaussian free field on R with condition a in 0. Let Ipφ pabe the connected component of 0 in tx P R|φ paq pxq ą 0u. For x P Ipφ paq q, seť λ0pxq " φ paq pxq 2 . Then a.s.λ0 satisfies the condition (1.3). Let p q Xt ,λt pxqq xPIpφ paq q,0ďtď q T˚b e the process, distributed conditionally on pφ paq pxqq xPR , as the self repelling diffusion on Ipφ paq q, started from 0, with initial occupation profileλ0 , following Definition 1.2. Let be the triple
, jointly distributed as in Ray-Knight identity (Theorem 1.1). Let be q T β,a " τ β a 2 {2´s uptt P r0, τ β a 2 {2 s|φ p0q pβ t q " 0 and @s P r0, tq, β s ‰ β t u. Then the couple p q Xt , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtď q T5 has same distribution as
, φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtď q T β,a .
The notation p q Xt ,λt pxq, q T˚q is reserved to the case of the initial occupation profileλ0pxq " φ paq pxq 2 , so as to to avoid confusion with the case of genericλ 0 .
One could also extend the definition of the self-repelling diffusion to metric graphs, where it is again related to the inversion of Ray-Knight identity. The proof would be essentially the same as for an interval. We won't detail it here. A metric graph is obtained by replacing in an undirected graph each edge by a continuous line segment of certain length, corresponding to the resistance of the edge. For background on Markovian (non-selfinteracting) diffusions on metric graphs, see [BC84, EK01, Wer16] . The Gaussian free field on metric graphs was introduced in [Lup16], in relation with isomorphism theorems.
Other works on self-interacting diffusions in dimension one. Now let us review some other works on self-interacting diffusions in dimension one and their relations to ours. Two other Bass-Burdzy flows appeared in construction of self-interacting diffusions. First, in [War05] it was shown that the flow of solutions to dY u du " 1 YuąBu was related to the Brownian first passage bridge conditioned by its family of local times and to the Brownian burglar [WY98] . There the problem is similar to ours, i.e. constructing a Brownian motion with some conditioning on its family of local times, yet it is different and the processes obtained are different. Then, in [LST19] we constructed a linearly reinforced diffusion on R out of the flow of solutions to
that is to say the signs are opposite to those in (1.5). The reinforced diffusion in [LST19] can be considered as a dual of the self-repelling diffusion in present paper. Our self-repelling diffusion is different from the Brownian polymer models studied in [DR92, CLJ95, CM96, Pem07, TTV12, BCG15, Gau18], as here the interaction of the moving particle with the occupation profile occurs locally, at zero range, and is not an average over positive ranges. In other words, we do not mollify the occupation profile prior to taking its derivative. Also, for that reason, we do not expect our process to be a semi-martingale as the above Brownian polymer models, but only a Dirichlet process in the sense of Föllmer [Fö81] , admitting an adapted decomposition into a continuous local martingale and zero quadratic variation drift, with the drift term not necessarily of bounded variation (see also [HW00] and [LST19] ). Our process is also different from the true self-repelling motion (TSRM) introduced by Tóth and Werner in [TW98] , as our process, unlike the TSRM, has the Hölder regularity of a Brownian motion and does not exhibit a 2{3 scaling exponent. We do not know if our process is related to the continuum directed random polymer indtroduced by Alberts, Khanin and Quastel in [AKQ14] .
Organization of the article. We will first prove Theorem 1.4, as well as Theorem 1.3 in the particular case when the initial occupation profile is random, given by the square of the free field. The proof relies on the restriction of continuous processes to discrete subsets and on taking the limit of discrete space processes inverting Ray-Knight in discrete setting. On one hand these discrete space processes are embedded into a standard Brownian motion. So the limit exists a priori and is a Brownian path. On the other hand one can construct out of the discrete space processes discrete analogues of the divergent Bass-Burdzy flow converging to the latter. Further, the proof of Theorem 1.3 for general occupation profile will follow out of a path transformation as in Proposition 2.1 (1).
The reason why we do not proceed directly to the proof of Theorem 1.3 for general occupation profile is that we need tightness and need the ratiǒ
pxq to converge to 1 as n Ñ`8, uniformly in px, tq on compact subsets. Forλ0 " pφ pa2 this is achieved by embedding the discrete space self-repelling processes into a Brownian motion.
Our article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will give some properties of our selfrepelling diffusion. In Section 3 we will recall how the self-repelling jump processes of Theorem 1.3 appear in the inversion of the Ray-Knight identity on discrete subsets of R. This is a result obtained in [LST17] . Using this we will prove in Section 4 the Theorem 1.4 and the particular case of Theorem 1.3 whenλ 0 pxq "λ0 pxq " φ paq pxq 2 . In Section 5 we will prove Theorem 1.3 in general.
Elementary properties of the self-repelling diffusion
First, we give some elementary properties of p q X t ,λ t pxqq xPI,0ďtď q T . They are straighforward and come without proofs. For proofs of analogous statements, see Proposition 2.4 in [LST19] . 
the corresponding self-repelling diffusions, starting from x 0 P I, respectively x ‚ 0 P I ‚ . One can go from one to the other by a deterministic path transformation. More precisely, let
Let t Þ Ñ θ ‚ ptq be the change of time
Then then process pp q
(2)(Strong Markov property) For any T stopping time for the natural filtration of p q X t^q T q tě0 , such that T ă q T a.s., the process p q X T`t ,λ T`t pxqq xPI,0ďtď q T´T , conditional on the past before T , is a self-repelling diffusion with inital occupation profileλ T .
(3) Let a ă b P I such that a ă x 0 ă b. Let t a,b be the first time t that q X t hits a or b. We consider the stopping time t a,b^q T . Given a Brownian motion pB u q uě0 . Let U Ò q S 0 pbq P p0,`8s the first time B u´u hits q S 0 pbq, whenever this happens. Let U Ó q S 0 paq P p0,`8s the first time B u`u hits q S 0 paq, whenever this happens. Then
In particular,
Next we state that our self-repelling diffusion depends continuously on the initial occupation profile. On each I k we considerλ I k 0 an admissible occupation profile, and we assume that for all K compact subset of I, sup
q T I k be the self-repelling diffusion on I k with initial occupation profilě λ I k 0 . We assume that lim kÑ`8 q X I k 0 " q X 0 P I. Then, as k Ñ`8,
, where the convergence is for the uniform topology in t P r0,`8q, and uniform on compact subsets of I for x.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.2 and Proposition 2.1 (1). If moreover all of the processes p q X I k t ,λ I k t pxqq xPI k ,0ďtď q T I k and p q X t^q T ,λ t^q T pxqq xPI,tě0 are constructed of the same driving Brownian motion pB u q uě0 (Definition 1.2), then the convergence is a.s.
Inversion of the Ray-Knight identity on a discrete subset
Consider the triple
, jointly distributed as in Ray-Knight identity (Theorem 1.1). Let Ipφ pabe the connected component of 0 in tx P R|φ paq pxq ą 0u. Let ℓ β t pxq be the family of local times of the Brownian motion β t . Let J ‚ be a countable discrete subset of R, containing 0, unbounded in both directions. Consider the change of time
Define X J ‚ q " β pQ J ‚ ,β q´1pqq , where pQ J ‚ ,β q´1 is the right-continuous inverse. It is a nearest neighbor Markov jump process on J ‚ , with jump rate from a vertex x 1 to a neighbor x 2 equal to the conductance
Next, for q ě 0, O J ‚ q will denote a function from pairs of neighbor vertices in J ‚ to t0, 1u. Given x 1 ă x 2 two neighbors in J ‚ , we will say that the edge tx 1 ,
pxq has no zeroes on rx 1 ,x 2 s , By construction, pO J ‚tě0 is a family non-decreasing in q. Next we state that the joint process pX J ‚ q , λ J ‚ q , O J ‚ě0 is Markovian and give the transitions rates. For details we refer to Theorem 8 in [LST17] .
is a Markov process. Let x 1 and x 2 be two neighbors in J ‚ . If X J ‚ q " x 1 , then: ‚ X J ‚ q jumps to x 2 with rate p2|x 2´x1 |q´1. O J ‚ q ptx 1 , x 2 uq is then set to 1 (if it was not already).
Proof. If X J ‚ q jumps through the edge tx 1 , x 2 u, then β t crosses the interval delimited by x 1 and x 2 , and then the local time of β t on this interval is positive, and thus O J ‚ q ptx 1 , x 2 uq " 1. As described in Section 2 in [LST17] and in particular in Theorem 8, the conditional probability that O J ‚ q ptx 1 , x 2 uq " 0, given pX J ‚ r , λ J ‚ r pxqq xPJ ‚ ,0ďrďq , and that O J ‚ 0 ptx 1 , x 2 uq " 0, and that X J ‚ r has not crossed the edge tx 1 , x 2 u before time q, equals
where Cpx 1 , x 2 q is given by (3.1). Thus, the rate (3.2) is obtained as
The fields φ p0q and φ paq restricted to J ‚ are discrete Gaussian free fields on J ‚ . The triple
q satisfies the Ray-Knight identity on the discrete network J ‚ . So in [LST17] one can find a procedure inverting this Ray-Knight identity in discrete setting. It corresponds to a time reversal of the process of Proposition 3.1 from stopping time Q J ‚ ,β pτ β a 2 {2 q. This is explained in Section 3 in [LST17] , in particular in Proposition 3.4 there.
Let J be a finite subset of R containing 0. Let us consider the continuous time discrete space self-repelling nearest neighbor jump process on J, which has been introduced in [LST17] . Letλ J 0 be a positive function on J. We consider the process p q X J q ,λ J q pxqq xPJ,qě0 , where q X J q is a nearest neighbor jump process on J, started from 0, with time-dependent jump rates from x 1 to a neighbor x 2 in J given by
hits an independent exponential random variable of mean 1. The notation x J " q X J r means that x is a neighbor of q X J r in J. We will further explain where the definition of q Q J comes from. Note that a.s. the time q Q J fires before one of theλ J q pxq reaches 0. This is due to the fact that @K ą 0, ż 0 1 r 1{2 pexppKr 1{2 q´1q´1dr "`8.
Next we describe the process p
is a function from pairs of neighbor vertices in J ‚ to t0, 1u. Given x 1 ă x 2 two neighbors in J ‚ , we set ( O J ‚ 0 ptx 1 , x 2 uq " 1 φ paq pxq 2 has no zeroes on rx 1 ,x 2 s .
Let x 1 and x 2 be two neighbors in J ‚ . If
jumps instantaneously jumps to x 2 or stays in x 1 depending on which of the two vertices remains connected to 0 by open edges in 
has same law as the time-reversed process
In particular, by considering p
( Q J ‚ up to time q Q J˚w e get the following:
Corollary 3.3. Let q T J˚,β,a be 0 if J˚is reduced to t0u, and otherwise, q T J˚,β,a " τ β a 2 {2´s uptt P r0, τ β a 2 {2 s|β t P pmin J˚, max J˚q, φ p0q pβ t q " 0 and @s P r0, tq, β s ‰ β t u. Then, the joint law of
T J˚,β,a q is the same as the joint law of
Proof. The identity comes from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that, in case J˚is not reduced to t0u,
.
Convergence for squared GFF initial occupation profile
We use the notations of the previous section. First we will check that the condition (1.3) is satisfied byλ0pxq " φ paq pxq 2 . Proof. Conditional on inf Ipφ paq q, pφ paq pinf Ipφ paq q`xq{ ? 2q 0ďxď| inf Ipφ paq q|{2 is absolutely continuous with respect to a Bessel 3 process started from 0. So we only need to check that given pρpxqq xě0 a Bessel 3 process started from 0, ż 0 ρpxq´2dx "`8.
For h ą 0, let χ ρ h denote the first "time" x when ρpxq reaches the level h. Then,
By the strong Markov property of ρ, the sum on the right-hand side is a sum of positive independent terms. Moreover, by Brownian scaling satisfied by ρ, these terms are identically distributed. So the sum is a.s. infinite. Now we consider J ‚ " Z n " 2´nZ, and J˚" Zn " Z n X Ipφ paq q. Let 
as n Ñ`8.
Proof. One needs to show that, on one hand, as n Ñ`8, a.s. pQ Zn,β q´1p2 n tq converges to t uniformly on r0, τ β a 2 {2 s, and on the other hand q T Zn,β,a converges a.s. to q T β,a . The first convergence comes from the fact that The second convergence comes from the fact that pmin Zn, max Znq is a non-decreasing sequence of intervals converging to Ipφ paq q, and thus, a.s., for n large enough, q T β,a " q T Zn,β,a .
Let q X˚p nq t " q X Zn 2 n t be the self-repelling jump process on Zn, accelerated by the factor 2 n . It is the same process as in Theorem 1.3, but with a random initial occupation profilě λ˚p nq 0 pxq "λ Zn 0 pxq " φ paq pxq 2 , x P Zn. We will show that q X˚p nq t converges in law as n Ñ`8 to our self-repelling diffusion. For this we will use a method that appears in [LST19] , and construct a discrete analogue of the divergent Bass-Burdzy flow. Then, as n Ñ`8, the process with q X0 " 0 and the initial occupation profileλ0pxq " φ paq pxq 2 . In particular, by combining with the identity in law of Corollary 3.3 and with Lemma 4.2, one gets the Theorem 1.4.
Proof. From Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 4.2 we already know that the process (4.1) has a limit in law, but we want another description of the limit, which we will obtain by convergence. We will need the triple pφ p0q pxq 2 , β t , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtďτ β a 2 {2
, jointly distributed as in Ray-Knight identity (Theorem 1.1). We will also assume that all of the q X˚p nq t are defined on the same probability spaces, embedded in β t as in Corollary 3.3. We introduce p q S˚p nq t q 0ďtď2´n q Q Zn a family of maps R Ñ R, parametrized by t. For a given n, the family is characterized by the following:
‚ For all x such that x and x`2´n are in Zn, and for all t P r0, 2´n q Q Zn s, 
q´1dr.
x Þ ÑSt pxq is an increasing diffeomorphism from Ipφ pato R. Clearly, we have the following Lemma 4.7. pZ pnq u^q U pnuě0 is a martingale in the filtration of pφ paq , Z pnq u , q U pnq 1 q U pnq ďu q. Moreover, for any 0 ď u 1 ă u 2 , q^q U pnkě1 is a martingale parametrized by k P N˚. It converges a.s. to Z pnq u^q U pnq and is bounded in L 2 , so the convergence is also in L 2 . It follows that pZ pnq u^q U pnuě0 is a martingale and (4.3). For ε ą 0 and n P N˚, we consider q T˚p q uě0 converges in law, for the uniform convergence on compact subsets, to pφ paq , B u q uě0 , where pB u q uě0 is a standard Brownian motion started from 0, independent of φ paq .
Proof. The convergence of p r Z pn,εq u q uě0 to pB u q uě0 follows from Theorem 1.4, Section 7.1 in [EK86] . To apply it, we use the following: The independence of pB u q uě0 from φ paq follows from the fact that the above listed three conditions hold after conditioning by φ paq .
We stress that in Lemma 4.8 we neither require pB u q uě0 to be defined on the same probability space as the q X˚p nq t and pφ p0q pxq 2 , β t , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtďτ β a 2 {2
, nor the convergence to be in probability.
Let be, for t P r0, q T β,a s,
qq´2ds,
Clearly, we have the following: converges in law to, for the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, to
where pB u q uě0 is a standard Brownian motion started from 0, indpendent of φ paq , p q Ψ u q uě0 is the divergent Bass-Burdzy flow driven by pB u q uě0 , and pp q Ψ u q´1q uě0 the inverse flow.
Proof. For this, first we will show the tightness of the family. For the tightness of p r Ψ T˚q.
We will also denote q Tε " suptt ě 0|λt p q Xt q ą εu. We use the fact that, as n Ñ`8, the joint processes T β,a ε q pxq, U ptq^U p q T β,a ε q, pU q´1puq^q T β,a ε q xPIpφ paq q,tě0,uě0 .
If we add to the family (4.6) the processes pφ p0q pxq 2 , β t , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtďτ β a 2 {2
and pp q S˚p nq 0 q´1p r Ψ pn,εq u q´1p r Z pn,εq uuě0 , we get a tight family which has subsequential limits in law as n Ñ`8. Because of the constraints satisfied for finite n, any subsequential limit in law will satisfy:
‚ q
Tε " q T β,a ε , ‚ q
Xt " β pτ β Taking ε Ñ 0, we get the equality in law between p q Xt , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtď q Tå nd pβ pτ β a 2 {2´t q , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtď q T β,a . This finishes our proof.
Note that a posteriori, once the above identity in law established, one can show that the Brownian motion pB u q uě0 driving the self repelling diffusion p q Xt q xPR,0ďtď q T˚c an be constructed on the same probability space as pφ p0q pxq 2 , β t , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtďτ β a 2 {2
, and the convergence of pZ pnq u^U pnq p q T˚p nq ε q^q U pnuě0 to pB u^U˚p q Tεuě0 can be upgraded from in law as in Lemma 4.8 to almost sure. However, in our proof we carefully avoid using that a priori, and only rely on the convergence in law.
Combining Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 2.1 (1) one immediately gets the following:
Corollary 4.12. Let be the triple pφ p0q pxq 2 , β t , φ paq pxq 2 q xPR,0ďtďτ β a 2 {2
, jointly distributed as in Ray-Knight identity (Theorem 1.1) and Ipφ pabe the connected component of 0 in tx P R|φ paq pxq ą 0u. Let I be another, deterministic, subtinterval of R andλ 0 an admissible initial occupation profile on I. Let p q X t ,λ t pxqq xPI,0ďtď q T be the self-repelling diffusion on I with initial occupation profileλ 0 , started from x 0 P I. Let whereľ ϕ t pxq " pλ ϕ 0 pxq´λ ϕ t pxqq{2 is the local time process of q X ϕ t . Denote pQ J,ϕ q´1 the rightcontinuous inverse of Q J,ϕ . Then the process (5.1) p q X ϕ pQ J,ϕ q´1pqq ,λ ϕ pQ J,ϕ q´1pqq pxqq xPJ,0ďqďQ J,ϕ p q T ϕ q^Q J,ϕ pt ϕ min J,max J q has same law as (5.2) p q X J q ,λ J 0 pxqq xPJ,0ďqď q Q J^q min J,max J .
Proof. For pλ J 0 pxqq xPJzt0u not fixed, but random, distributed as pφ paq pxq 2 q xPJzt0u , φ paq being conditioned on being positive on rmin J, max Js, the identity in law is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 1.4. To conclude that the identity in law disintegrated according the values of pλ J 0 pxqq xPJzt0u also holds, it is sufficient to show that both sides of the identity, (5.1) and (5.2), are continuous with respect to pλ J 0 pxqq xPJzt0u . The continuity of the law of (5.2) with respect to pλ J 0 pxqq xPJzt0u is clear from the construction. As for (5.1), first the law of pϕpxqq xPrmin J,max Js , hence the law of pλ ϕ 0 pxqq xPrmin J,max Js , depends continuously on pλ J 0 pxqq xPJzt0u , and second, according to Lemma 2.2, the law of (5.1) depends continuously on pλ ϕ 0 pxqq xPrmin J,max Js . Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will first consider the case of I bounded. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0 P I and q X 0 " 0. We also slightly simplify by taking q X pnq 0 " q X 0 " 0 for all n. Using the notations of Proposition 5.1, let be J pnq " 2´nZ X I and ϕ pnq the conditioned GFF interpolating between pλ 0 pxq 1 2 q xPJ pnq . By Proposition 5.1, we can take
